Worksheet 7. Jamaican Bobsledding Team, Part 2: Definitions

Look at Jamaican Bobsledding Team, Part 2. Choose the correct completions.

1. In line 1, **win the hearts** means _____.
   a. make people love you   b. win the game

2. In line 1, **spectators** are _____.
   a. people watching an event b. people competing in an event

3. In line 2, **courage** means _____.
   a. intelligence   b. strength

4. In line 2, **determination** means _____.
   a. strong intention b. intention but no ability

5. In line 3, **doubts** means ______.
   a. beliefs   b. questions

6. In line 5, **contenders** means ________.
   a. winners   b. competitors

7. In line 6, a **screw** is something that is like a _____.
   a. ski   b. nail

8. In line 8, **clapped** means that the audience made sounds _____.
   a. with their hands   b. with their voices

9. In line 8, **cheered** means that the audience made sounds _____.
   a. with their hands   b. with their voices

10. In line 9, **appreciated** means _____.
    a. realized the importance of   b. didn’t care about

11. In line 10, **appealing** means _____.
    a. surprising b. attractive

12. In line 11, a **hit** movie is a movie that is very _____.
    a. popular   b. violent

13. In line 11, in the expression “Cool Runnings,” **cool** is informal for
    a. excellent b. fast

14. In line 17, **focused** means _____.
    a. light   b. giving careful attention to something